
Alone we can do so little, together we can achieve a lot!
                                                                         - Hellen Keller

 
 

Kind Regards, 
 

Ms. Reena Jacqueline 
Phase Coordinator (Gr 1-4) 

 

                                        Welcome to the EIS family!

We are delighted to extend a very warm welcome to our EIS family. Our
school is diverse, full of energy, expertise, optimism, and have high
expectations for every child who enters the school gates.

The beginning of this school year marked such an important time
whereby teachers have formulated positive relationship with their
students. A learning environment based on trust, where students feel
safe to share their ideas and comfortable to make mistakes that’ll set
the scene for a successful school year, for each child
.
Our commitment is to ensure that we prioritize the needs of children,
their learning and well being that develop excellence within themselves
in an environment that is fuelled by explicit, carefully focused
instruction that focuses on meeting the specific needs of every student,
every day.

EIS Inauguration
Assemblies & PD Sessions
Week of WOW
Copycat Competition
Discovery Forest
Club Activities
Arabic Articles
Mathematics Unites
Students' Activities
Heart Day
Parent Orientation
Class Prefects



EIS INAUGURATION

 
Beaming with enthusiasm
as we kick- start the year
with our state-of-the-art

premises; our second
home!

PD Sessions

Child Protection  Policy conducted by
 Ms. Suchita

PD sessions were focused on teaching strategies associated with
specific curriculum content that supports teacher learning within

their classroom contexts.  

IT Induction conducted by 
Mr. Asif Mohtesham

Induction Program conducted by  
Ms. Agnes

Workshop on ‘How to build a strong team
on trust’- By Ms. Reena Jacqueline

 



Assembly Time!

Unbox Your InnerSelf

Co
ur
age

Joy
love

Sharing Humility

How to be a
good apple ?
An enriching  time with a

powerful message of which
celebrates the delicacies

of being a good individual.

A plethora of emotions
showcased as the student
audience were glued to a
stupefying performance
on how one must nurture

a positive attitude
towards life.



Week Of WoW

How is it to replicate ART!
 

We could witness the
creativity of students who
recreated, replicated the

sample illustration on their
own. 

 

Copycat

Competition

Week of Welcome served as a whole
school and class program that was
essential to the success of knowing

and greeting students. It was a
collaborative, introductory effort to
welcome our little ones to socialize
with new students in the EIS family.
During this fun week, students were
comfortable, had lots of experiential

learning; developed positive and
influential relationships with teachers

and peers. 
 
 



Discovery Forest

Children unleash
their curiosity
and creativity in
the Discovery
Forest.

Discovery Forest is a place
which gives children the
freedom to explore and 

 create in a natural
environment, which in turn
teaches the secret of life.



The active students
of Happy Feet get

their hearts
pumping to a Zumba

tune.

The radiant voices
of the Glee Club

singing their hearts
out.

The talented
Excel Stars act

out the song 'Let
it Go'.

Happy Feet

Glee Club

Excel Stars

INTRODUCING THE CLUBS!



Our adept Earth
Warriors can be seen
repurposing plastic

bottles to create new,
beautiful flower vases.

The innovative
minds of Creative
Tinkers make their
own bird feeders

using recycled
materials.

The incredible
storytellers of

Puppetholics make
their very own stick

puppets to tell the story
of the 'The Fox and the

Crow'.

The little chefs of
Taste Buds use

their culinary skills
to make 'Owl on

Toast'.

Creative Tinkers

Tastebuds

Earth Warriors

Puppetholics



 2B Elham Mohammad
Thaer Assan  2A Ahmed Mohamed 

 

 2B Adrienne Naomi
Perez De Leon

 

1B Tala Shadi Amer 
 

1B Muhammed Saleh
  1A Malak Mohammad 

Omar 
 

Grade 1AB

Grade 2AB

 Arabic Articles
penned down by

our budding minds!  
 



 Engaged parents were all
but engrossed on how their

children were coursing
through, crunching
numbers on the go!

Nothing like good ol'
math to rack the brain
up during Math Week.

 

Mathematics Unites

 

Grade 1A students are challenged to
solve math questions.

Students paying close attention to the
instuctions of Ms. Jeany about

Mathematics' task card. 

Students of Grade 1B all focused on 
 the task ahead of them.



 a peek into our
Students' Activities!

 

1A Zarwa Zawar
Humayun 

1B Amir Eid Helal1A Aysha Sajid

2A Rawan Hamada  2B Rose Ashraf 2B Muhammad
 Abdullah 

Grade 1AB

Grade 2AB



PARENT ORIENTATION &
CURRICULUM EVENING was

organized on 15th of
September at EIS campus for

parents to familiarize them, “as
partners in progress” with the

curriculum, rules and
regulations of the school,

teaching methodologies and
the co-scholastic activities. 

PRESENTATION

Heart Day

Radiating

through as we

celebrate World

Heart Day.

Parent
Orientation



Meet Our Perfect

Prefects!

The perfect
opportunity for our

newly appointed
prefects to showcase

their strength as
leaders!

Aisha Wageh Malak Mohamed Amir Eid Helal Reine Scarlette

Aliza Zubair Muhammad Noufal KhanJatin Nereddy Rose Ashraf

1A 1A 1B 1B

2A 2A 2B 2B


